INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT CASE STUDY

CLAAS

Challenge:

To accelerate its international growth, CLAAS
needed to improve synergies by boosting
collaboration at its development and production
sites around the world.

Solution:

CLAAS adopted Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE®
platform and its Single Source for Speed industry
solution experience.

Benefits:

With Single Source for Speed, designers at CLAAS
sites around the world have access to a unique source
of product information that enables collaboration,
design reuse, digital simulation before manufacture
and consequently less waste and production
corrections.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Sustainable production is one of the key trends of the 4th
Industrial Revolution1. With the world’s population expected
to balloon from 7 billion today to 11 billion by the end of the
century, sustainable food production is a growing priority
among governments, scientists and business. “We need
to double our food production by 2050 if we are to satisfy
requirements on a global scale,” said Dr. Hermann Garbers,
Executive Vice President Technology and Quality at CLAAS
until September 2014, a world leading agricultural equipment
manufacturer whose combines, forage harvesters, balers and
tractors are renowned for their technology and quality.
“When you look at the last 20 to 30 years, technological
advances in machinery were linked to size and horsepower,”
Garbers said. “Today the focus is more on intelligent, energy
efficient machines that accomplish more while keeping
operational costs to a minimum. It is these machines that
have the preference of farmers who speak less about machine
power or productivity and more about resource efficiency.
They need to effectively harvest farmland and use water and
energy resources as well as technology wisely to achieve
more output - a greater harvest - with less input - without
having to add more energy or fertilizer,” he said. “At CLAAS,
we know that embedding intelligent control systems in our
machines will make them more efficient to operate, which
makes a big difference on a farmer’s balance sheet.”

KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER AND INNOVATE
The 4th Industrial Revolution will significantly enhance
the consumer experience and at CLAAS, innovation and
technology go hand in hand with a perfect understanding
of a customer’s needs. “That understanding along with our
attention to service is why our customers turn to us,” Garbers
said. The company has a global staff of creative design teams
whose objective is to bring new and more efficiency-related
ideas into the design process. And to know at all times what
customers want.
“One very important core activity at CLAAS is research
and development,” Garbers said. “We are not the largest
manufacturer in the world so we must differentiate ourselves

from our competitors through innovation and customer
service. And to satisfy our customers, we must first know
their needs. How often does a machine stop working? What
is the average time needed to repair it? How long does it take
our service people to get a machine up and running again? The
more we know what our customers are experiencing on the
field, the more we can tailor our response, which will give us
the competitive advantage.”
“Another important point is the emotional experience that
our customers have when they use our machines,” Garbers
continued. “One time a customer said to me that when he
dismounts from his large Lexion after a long day’s work, that
he feels invincible and proud of what has been accomplished.
When a customer spends a considerable part of the day on
a CLAAS machine, this sort of information is valuable to our
R&D and service organizations.”

DATA COMPLEXITY
The extensive CLAAS product offering means the company
creates and manages significant amounts of complex of data.
“In parallel to this, as we have development sites around the
world, we find ourselves having to manage different systems
with different software and hardware”, Garbers said. “When
technologies evolve, we are forced to upgrade our different
systems or install new ones and sometimes even have to
design new interfaces so that our systems can communicate
with one another. This is very expensive and tedious with
no guarantee that information can be actually shared in the
end. On a global scale, without a single, uniform business
platform of product data and information that every designer
can access using a common and unique interface, the level
of complexity would rapidly become unmanageable. The
3DEXPERIENCE® platform helps to manage that complexity.”

DESIGN ANYWHERE, PRODUCE ANYWHERE
The leaders of the 4th Industrial Revolution think globally and
act locally. CLAAS’ development and production sites around
the world must develop machines according to company
standards and practices. This requires consistent processes,
sharing the same data, and exchanging ideas and expertise

“3DEXPERIENCE increases
our productivity in research
and development and helps us
unite global talents on one unique
platform to enable them to exchange
know-how and ideas.”
— Dr. Hermann Garbers
Executive Vice President Technology and Quality at CLAAS
until September 2014

Like its predecessors, the 4th Industrial Revolution is a transition to new manufacturing processes. It is characterized by social, “smart” and flexible production methods, including the use of new technologies
to create goods that better match customer and consumer expectations.
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across borders in a secure manner. “Global competition requires
that manufacturers have the ability to design anywhere and
produce anywhere. At CLAAS, we must prepare for the day
when we will have different design and production locations
around the world that manufacture our machines in a uniform
manner. We adopted Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE
platform, as a way to help with our international expansion
by streamlining global collaboration between all our sites,”
Bernhard Schuchert, CIO at CLAAS said.
“Designers worldwide have access to a unique source of
product data. They are declared in the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform and its Single Source for Speed industry solution
experience on a need-to-know basis for more security from
unauthorized access,” said Kai Wallasch, head of engineering
methods at CLAAS. “Product information is the same for
everyone, which avoids errors that occur when the wrong
design is used. Everyone has an integrated solution with
the most recent designs that we only need to maintain once
since there is no more duplication of information,” Wallasch
said. Bernhard Schuchert, continued, “Designers in India and
Harsewinkel can work on the same component because they
all access a unique database.”

TOOLS FOR BUILDING INTELLIGENT MACHINES
With the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, CLAAS has an environment
in which designers can digitally store and test their designs
before creating a prototype. “Building more intelligent
machines is a collective effort of multiple disciplines that
must work together and the sooner the better,” Garbers said.
“In the past, systems engineers would start installing their
equipment after the mechanical design was completed,”
Wallasch said. “If problems arose, the redesign effort would
sometimes escalate to prohibitive proportions in terms of
planning and costs. With Single Source for Speed, mechanical,
electrical, and hydraulics engineers have simultaneous access
to the design and can work concurrently instead of in a
sequential manner,” he said.
“Now, they voice their requirements early so that they are
taken into account before the mechanical design is finalized.
Adjustments are made on the fly in a digital environment. As a
result, we have less waste and fewer errors during production
since electronic and hydraulic systems are positioned early
during structural design. With Single Source for Speed, space
requirements are simulated and detected early; we know what
the results will be before manufacture, which accelerates the
final physical assembly. Moreover, by playing out operator
movements or servicing scenarios we introduce ergonomics
considerations in our designs, which are important for the
machine operator and for maintenance personnel,” Wallasch
said.
Machine lifecycles are long so it is important to upgrade
equipment with new technology as it becomes available so that
they continue to deliver the best value to farmers. “Electronics,
software, processors, memory media – technologies generally
have shorter lifecycles than our machines,” Garbers said.
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combine
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combine in 3DEXPERIENCE environment.
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Bringing its designers up to speed took only a little time said
Wallasch. “The Single Source for Speed interface is intuitive
so training time was significantly reduced. “We had very little
experience with this new industry solution experience but
with Dassault Systèmes industry best practices and expertise,
we successfully implemented Single Source for Speed.
Dassault Systèmes Industry Services helped us in setting up
the project, migrating legacy applications, supporting new
business processes, and migrating the VPM V4 data. As for
our processes, we achieved major improvements because
we had an opportunity to break old habits and rethink and
reengineer old ways of working. With Single Source for Speed,
we are set for the future.”
According to Garbers, being recognized for innovative
products is good, but not enough for CLAAS. “We also have
to be innovative in how we develop and manufacture our
machines; innovative in our processes, systems and tools
so that our response is up to par with the global challenges
facing the agricultural industry. It all begins with a common
environment, a unique data reference and global access to
this unique information source by all project stakeholders
wherever they are in the world. 3DEXPERIENCE increases
our productivity in research and development and helps us
unite global talents on one unique platform to enable them
to exchange know-how and ideas. This helps us to release
innovative products to market faster, which is important for
our customers and for the development of our activity on an
international scale.”
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“To make our machines future-proof we need to add new or
upgrade current technology in existing machines, which will
enable them to provide owners with sustainable added value
for years to come. Since our design data for every machine
we develop is stored and managed in the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform, it is easy to access this information to add additional
features over the machine’s lifecycle and to provide this to
the customer without having to develop a new machine every
time a new technology comes along. Our response is faster
and our customers are happy because our solution is more
cost-effective.”

